
T
he new International Ter-
minal Building (ITB) is
the centerpiece of the air-
port’s $2.6 billion expan-
sion and modernization

program. Its completion greatly in-
creases the efficiency and capacity of
all international arrivals and depar-
tures with 26 new gates and maintains
the city’s standing as America’s gate-
way to the Pacific Rim. The roof struc-
ture and main façade of the terminal,
visible from approaching roadways
and the air, give the entire airport a vi-
sual cohesiveness and an iconic sense
of identity, both as a major public facil-
ity and as the city’s front door to the
world. 
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JUROR’S COMMENTS

The design is both an elegant 

and compelling reception hall 

that accentuates its purpose as 

transportation gateway. 

The innovative roof structure 

is a delightful metaphor 

to flight and aircraft.
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The terminal’s five-story vertical or-
ganization presents a model for other
urban airports with limited buildable
land. The form of the building reflects
the need to span existing entry and exit
roadways that run under the terminal.
It was a significant accomplishment to
keep these roadways 100% operational
during construction. The Main ITB is
supported by two sets of up to 29’ deep
cantilever trusses, which, in turn, sup-
port a central third set of trusses. To-
gether, the trusses span 380’ at their
center and 160’ at each end with an
overall roof span of 860’.

At the Main ITB Departure’s Hall—
700’ long, 200’ wide, and up to 83’
high—the exposed structural steel ele-
ments are brought to a majestic inte-
gration of functional, architectural and
structural design requirements through
the use of natural light from all sides,
contrasted with civic art and the use of
natural materials of glass, wood, ter-
razzo, stainless steel and filtering trees.

At night, the Hall becomes a simple
lantern with a single clear overall sym-
bolic identity with an interior aesthetic
of exposed structure of high-lighted
details like that of a great cathedral.

The space creates a dramatic departure
point for travelers, but it does so with
an economy of material and form.

At a total construction cost of $840
million, the Main ITB consists of an in-
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tegrated and innovative creative solu-
tion to complex project requirements
and constraints. Framed in structural
steel, the structure includes 1.8 million
sq. ft. of framed steel area (25,200 tons),
172,000 sq. ft. of exposed trussed steel
roof (4,040 tons including main roof
cantilevered box columns) and 760
tons of exposed steel at Main ITB 
departure’s level window walls and
entrance canopy. The careful imple-
mentation and use of simple technol-
ogy in the design allowed the structure
to transform itself above expected lev-
els of practice. The exposed steel
trusses utilize state-of-the-art steel tu-
bular T-Y-K joint detailing and fabrica-
tion techniques of trusses sitting on
spherical ball-joints atop 20 can-
tilevered concrete filled steel box
columns. The center spans are inter-
connected by “cast steel” pinned joint
assemblies, and the top and bottom
truss chords are made from straight
segments for economy while achieving
overall curved aesthetic forms covered
by a 4-1/2” deep exposed steel acousti-
cal roof deck.

The airport’s seismic performance
goal of continued operation following
a major earthquake is achieved using a
strategy of seismic base isolation. The

isolation system utilizes 267 friction-
pendulum “cast steel” base isolators,
installed at the foot of each structural
column, which allow up to 20” lateral
displacement. The seismic design of
the new international terminal, with its
long spans and tall curtain walls, is a
milestone. With more than 1.2 million
sq. ft. of floor space and more than 22
million cubic feet of interior volume,
the terminal is the largest base-isolated
building in the world. While the use of
seismic isolation achieved superior
seismic performance goals, the signifi-
cant reduction in force levels allowed
the overall architectural vision to take
place in the Main ITB Departure’s Hall
roof and window wall.
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